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detonating property. After vain efforts to overcome that evil,
he gave up the nitro-glycerine powder, and sent as a substitute
to St. Petersburg chlorate of potash powder, which the Russian
Government declined to make use of.
The cause of my father's non-success was this: Believing
nitro-glycerine to be several hundred times stronger than gun-
powder, and believing also that it must always remain a very
expensive article, he looked on an addition of 10 parts by weight
'of nitro-glycerine to 90 parts of powder as the utmost practical limit.
That mixture detonated when just made, because the exploding
powder then acts on a bulk of liquid nitre-glycerine, but after an
hour or two the nitro-glycerine becomes absorbed in the pores of
the gunpowder used in the mixture, and then instead of detonating
as before, burns more slowly than ordinary powder.
It is true that it can be made to detonate by the influence of a
strong detonator cap, but it should be borne in mind that my father,
when he experimented, could not resort to that mode of ignition,
which is a later invention of mine.
Seeing that the powder produced by my father, so far from
detonating, was very slow in its action, I suggested to him to use
it for guns, and we both experimented with it for that purpose.
It was, I believe, in the autumn of 1863 that my father got the
new powder tried in the fortress of Carlsborg in Sweden before a
Military Commission. It did tolerably well in heavy guns, but
he utterly failed to burst a shell which he repeatedly charged with
it. I then took the matter in hand, charged a shell with about
50 per cent of very hard pressed non-porous gunpowder and 50 per
cent of liquid nitro-glycerine, and exploded the same in presence
of the above-mentioned Military Commission. Since the time of
that experiment every real improvement that I know of relating
to nitro-glycerine has been made by me without any other than
mere mechanical assistance of other parties.
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